
 

Action Plan - timeline 

 blog writing research experim. making Done / to do 
02/09/2019      ideas 
09/09/2019      referencing / writing 
16/09/2019      personal mythology 
23/09/2019      J. Holman exhibition 
30/09/2019      referencing / art 
07/10/2019      narrow down artists on INSTA etc 
14/10/2019      narrow down artists on INSTA etc 
21/10/2019      Explore : Nicholson & Rothko 
28/10/2019      LONDON: Gormley - Hirst - British M – ICA etc 
04/11/2019      Pitch and Presentation 
11/11/2019      more experimenting 

18/11/2019      Manchester art gallery w/ Milena 
Proposal + tutorial KS + PL + JH 

25/11/2019      

Sophie Calle + Tacita Dean / confusion and order 
whites + documentaries on Turner + Constable 

tutorial JH 
Alan + Davies in Wakefield 

02/12/2019      Y01 staff assessment : Eccellent 
tutorial KS 

09/12/2019      tutorial KS 
CORRIDOR: playing 

16/12/2019      

CORRIDOR : legacy 
Cy Twombly 

background on Legacy 
tutorial KS 

23/12/2019   Christmas 
break 

   
30/12/2019     trip to London w/ Milena 

06/01/2020    narrowing testing UCAS personal statement etc 
critique 

13/01/2020    narrowing testing portfolio 

20/01/2020    narrowing testing 

portfolio 
CUMBRIA + BB interviews 

2x UAL standardisation presentation 
portfolio feedback PL 

27/01/2020    narrowing testing 1st experiment x/ performance drawing 
tutorial KS + FMP update 

03/02/2020    narrowing testing 

many experiments on performance drawing 
and video taking and uploading 

researching in depth 
tutorial PL 

10/02/2020    narrowing testing performance drawing and research 
UAL standardisation 

17/02/2020    narrowing testing LONDON + YORK interviews 
trip to Glasgow 

24/02/2020    narrowing testing LONDON - before nothing experience! 
 

02/03/2020     testing 

writing holiday to Morecambe 
meeting with A. Zawadski 

booked Prism for end of April 
chosen uni : YORK 

tutorial KS 
09/03/2020     testing from FRI 13 : self-isolation 

16/03/2020     testing researching point in between 
spirituality, psychoth, and art 



 

23/03/2020     testing 
podcast with D Cornthwaite 

opened personal confession/podcast 
research continues 

30/03/2020     testing 
Phone tutorial PL 
updated website 

research continues 

06/04/2020   

Easter 
break 

choice wk choice wk 

choice wk 
making stuff 

framed work and put for sale online 
working on FMP paperwork 

13/04/2020  last edit choice wk choice wk 

choice wk 
making stuff 

looking for options for FMP 
we still don’t know what will happen… 

still: written nothing 

20/04/2020     making 

Meeting with Jo and Kim 
discussed what I am making and how it’s going 

working on paper mache 
doing bits and bats 

27/04/2020     making 

Tutorial with KS 
Meeting with Jo and Kim 

discussed progression and what is happening 
still paper mache 

still maps 
worked on song from Renato 

WRITTEN in the book! 
 

04/05/2020  draft   making 
writing 

Tutorial with KS 
meeting with Jo and Kim 

WRITTEN in the book - very happy me 
worked on ref book gathering info and old projects 

finished song and working on other lyrics 
started with ORTON Manchester Writers Circle 

issues with SFE re. document 
sent Jo and Kim the images and video per the online exhibition of 

end of year 

11/05/2020  draft   writing 
making 

Meeting with Jo and Kim 
felt off that no one read the final draft 

written for ORTON Manchester Writers Circle 
still massive issues with SFE re. document 

decided publishing date for book 
working on COVER 

18/05/2020  final draft   making Tutorial 
meeting with Jo and KIm 

25/05/2020  self 
publishing 

BREAK 
HOLIDAY  making BOOK OUT 

01/06/2020     celebrating  

08/06/2020     celebrating Tutorial 

15/06/2020       
22/06/2020       

amended 14 MAY 2020 


